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 NOTE: I've included another link for the paid version, but I recommend the free version, since you can use it for free.2015 English Greyhound Derby The 2015 English Greyhound Derby took place during August and September with the final being held on 26 September 2015 at Wimbledon Stadium. The winner Qualiser secured the right to compete in the 2016 European Greyhound Derby at the
same track. Final result At Wimbledon on 26 September (over 480 metres): Distances ¹ Half length Competition Report Qualiser was one of the ante-post favourites after his second place in the 2015 St Leger and he continued that form in the English Derby. In round one he beat Messy Top from Towcester Greyhound Stadium in a photo finish. He then met Hallamshire in round two and won by a
length. He then met Double Dealing in the quarter-final and followed the same tactics he did against the novice in the St Leger, taking a strong hold from the traps, he then ran down his opponent in the final straight. In the semi-final he travelled well until he was switched to the near side of the track where he stumbled but gained his revenge by winning in a quick final. He went on to beat Smokey

Head by five lengths in the final. In the greyhound version of the Sweepstakes, Bartram Boglander finished first in the final. Quarter finals Semi finals Final See also 2015 UK & Ireland Greyhound Racing Year References Greyhound Derby Category:English Greyhound Derby English Greyhound Derby// Package jsoniter implements encoding and decoding of JSON as defined in // RFC 4627 and
provides interfaces with identical syntax of standard lib encoding/json. // Converting from encoding/json to jsoniter is no more than replacing the package with jsoniter // and variable type declarations (if any). // jsoniter interfaces gives 100% compatibility with code using standard lib. // // "JSON and Go" // ( // gives a description of how Marshal/Unmarshal operate // between arbitrary or predefined

json objects and bytes, // and it applies to jsoniter.Marshal/Unmarshal as well. // Besides, jsoniter.Iterator provides a different set 82157476af
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